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GUIDELINES FOR WSDOT RESEARCH REPORTS  
AND INTERIM REPORTS 

Each research project requires a Research Report. Interim reports are sometimes specified in 
contracts of phased studies or studies that span several years. They document progress, 
conclusions, or recommendations at a given point in the study.  

SUMMARY 

Purpose: To provide a 35- to 50-page document.  With minor modifications, this 
report should also be suitable for publication in a journal. 

Distribution: Research reports will be sent to WSDOT, FHWA, state DOTs, 
universities, libraries, the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), 
and other interested researchers. 

Requirements: Pages 1 through 7 

Example: Appendix A, pages A.1 through A.7. 

This format is intended to provide concise, abbreviated documentation of a project. Readers 
should be left with a brief history of the problem and the ways in which others have addressed it, 
an overview of the research approach and procedures used, and a thorough understanding of the 
findings and their implications 

If a project requires more detailed, technical documentation, and thus a larger report, a Technical 
Report may be necessary.  Please consult with the WSDOT Research Office Research Manager 
assigned to your contract.   

LENGTH AND FONT 

Both research and interim reports should be no longer than 35 to 50 printed, double-spaced 
pages, including figures and tables. Margins should be 1 inch on top and bottom and 1¼ inches 
on the left and right. The preferred type face and font size for body text is 12 point Times Roman. 

STYLE 

To achieve uniformity and consistency, use Webster's Third International Dictionary for spelling, 
definition and compounding.  Published standards of learned societies are accepted in questions 
of usage of technical terms.  Other matters or style and usage are based on widely accepted style 
manuals such as the Chicago Manual of Style or Words Into Type. 
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PARTS OF THE RESEARCH REPORT 

• Title page 

• Form 310-022, FHWA Technical Report Standard Title Page (with Abstract) 

• Disclaimer 

• Table of Contents (including Figures and Tables) 

• Body of Report 

- Executive Summary 
- Introduction or Background 
- Review of Previous Work 
- Research Approach/Procedures 
- Findings/Discussion 
- Conclusions  
- Recommendations/Application/Implementation 

• Acknowledgments 

• References 

• Appendices 

Title page 

The title page should include the title of the report, name(s) of the principal investigator(s), their 
research agency(ies), name and title of technical contact at WSDOT, type of report, title of project, 
name of sponsoring agency, and date of publication, using the format shown in the Appendix A 
example. 

Form 310-022, FHWA Technical Report Standard Title Page 

You can obtain this form from the FHWA, WSDOT Research Office, or the TRAC office.  The 
form contains an abstract, which should be self-contained and not require reference to the report 
to be understood.  The abstract should not contain unfamiliar terms, acronyms, abbreviations, 
symbols, or equations.  It should review the primary objectives and scope of the study; the 
techniques or approaches should be described only to the extent necessary for comprehension; 
and the findings and conclusions should be presented concisely. Key terms should be locatable in 
the TRB Transportation Research Thesaurus (http://trt.trb.org/trt.asp?) 

Disclaimer 

The disclaimer is to read:   

"The contents of this report reflect the views of the author(s), who is (are) 
responsible for the facts and the accuracy of the data presented herein.  The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of the Washington 
State Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, or U.S. 
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Department of Transportation [and/or another agency].  This report does not 
constitute a standard, specification or regulation." 

Body of Report 

The body of the report should be organized in the following manner: 

• Executive Summary 
• Introduction or Background 
• Review of Previous Work 
• Research Approach/Procedures 
• Findings/Discussion 
• Conclusions  
• Recommendations/Application/Implementation 

Executive Summary.  Write the executive summary with the busy transportation professional in 
mind.  It should be no longer than 10 pages and should be comprehensible apart from the larger 
document. It should contain a readable yet condensed description, explained within the context 
of the project scope and objectives, of the research findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
that evolved from the project.  Beyond these elements, it should contain only information that is 
essential to an understanding of the findings and how they relate to the solution of the operation 
problems.   Do not summarize the full report. 

Introduction or Background.  Discuss the problem that led to the study, current knowledge that 
can help in its solution, and the objectives and scope of the assigned research.   

Review of Previous Work.   Summarize or highlight the project's literature review, state-of-the-art 
survey, or the work that others have performed in relation to the problem at hand. 

Research Approach/Procedures.  Discuss the approach that was used in attempting to solve the 
problem.  Include in the appendices forms that may have been used in soliciting information or 
details regarding test procedures or analyses. 

Findings/Discussion.  Present the research findings that evolved from the project.  Include in the 
appendices summary data, principal mathematical formulas that have been developed, or other 
technical details.   

Conclusions.  Conclusions are concerned with general principles suggested in the findings.  They 
are extensions of the findings beyond conditions specific to the project.   

Recommendations/Applications/Implementation.  Recommendations should address specific 
actions that WSDOT should consider.  Discuss the implications of the findings in relation to 
standards, specifications, policies, and procedures; what they add to an understanding of the 
problems; and what effects they have on economy, safety, amenities, and convenience.  Assess 
their limitations.  Items recommended for implementation should be identified and necessary 
implementation steps listed. 
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References 

1. Arrange the reference list alphabetically by author (or publication information if no 
author); list only the references cited in the text. 

2. Denote a reference at the appropriate place in the text (preferably after, rather than 
interrupting, a sentence) by the author's name and publication date in parentheses.  
Example:  (Reed 1993) 

 To include a page number, follow the author and date with a comma and the page 
number.  Example:  (Reed 1993, 62) 

3. Do not reference any material that would not be available to readers in printed form, 
such as unpublished material, personal communications, telephone conversations, 
etc.  Instead, state these references in parentheses in the text with the term 
unpublished data. 

4. Do not repeat a reference in the list and do not use ibid., op. cit., or loc. cit.  If a 
reference is cited more than one time in the text, repeat the author/date citation. 

5. Be sure that references are complete.  If a reference has no date, include the 
information "undated." 

6. Do not include sources not cited in the text.  To include additional sources, create a 
separate bibliography. 

Appendices 

Appendices should contain (1) materials that are needed to support, explain, or substantiate the 
main body of the report or (2) discussions whose technical nature would make them 
inappropriate for or disruptive to the main body of the report.  Each appendix should be 
designated by letter and title, and references to appendices should be made at appropriate places 
in the text. Numbering appendices by letter (e.g., A.1, A.2, etc.) makes report production easier. 

Appendices may contain the following:   

• state-of-the-art survey 
• manuals and guidelines 
• documentation and further elaboration of research findings 
• forms 
• mathematical analyses 
• project statement and project working plan (including any approved revisions) 

METRICATION 

Current WSDOT rules do not require that authors use the International System (SI) units.   SI 
units in parentheses are encouraged.  WSDOT recommends ASTM's Standard Practice for Use of the 
International System of Units and AASHTO's Guide to Metric Conversion for guidance in converting 
units from U.S. Customary to SI. 
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EQUATIONS 

1. Use equation editors that are built into the most commonly used word processing 
applications.  Do not paste equations in graphics in interchange format (GIF) or 
tagged image file format (TIFF); typically these cannot be revised and slow document 
production. 

2. Distinguish carefully among the following: 

• all capital and lowercase letters 
• capital O, lowercase o and 0 (zero) 
• lowercase l and number 1 (one) 
• letter X, Greek  and  the multiplication sign x 
• prime ', apostrophe' and superscript 1 

• English and Greek letters such as B and , n and , u and µ, p and ,  
and w and  

3. Number all displayed equations with Arabic numerals in parentheses aligned flush 
right, e.g.: 

  (Equation 1) 

FOOTNOTES 

Avoid using footnotes to the text.  Incorporate such notes within the text. 

ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS 

Abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols must be fully defined the first time they are used in the 
paper; the definition should be given first, followed by the abbreviated term in parentheses. 

TABLES 

1. If tables are not presented on separate pages, leave at least 1 inch of white space 
between a table and the text. 

2. Number the tables consecutively with Arabic numerals and give each table a title.  In 
longer reports or those with many tables, you may number the tables by chapter 
(e.g., Table 1.1,  Table 1.2,  Table 2.1). The title should briefly identify the table; 
furnish background information, describe the results given in the table, or include 
information provided by column heads in the text, not in the table title. 

3. Refer to each table at the appropriate place in the text. 

4. Give each column in the table a heading and leave plenty of space around headings. 
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5. Denote footnotes in tables by superscript letters. 

6. Indicate the meaning of a dash (—) when it is used in a table, i.e., whether it is used 
to indicate missing data, incomplete research, data not applicable or unavailable, or a 
problem investigated but no results. 

7. Check the accuracy of all totals. 

8. The size of the type in tables should be no smaller than 10 point. 

9. Each table must have a title. 

FIGURES 

1. Use professionally drawn graphics and charts that are clean, sharp and black on 
white.  Shades of gray are acceptable.  Mimeograph or xerox copies, pencil drawings, 
blueprints or ozalid prints, and negatives are not acceptable.  For charts, use plain 
paper instead of graph paper and show only the main divisions.   

2. Use only unscreened, black-and-white glossy prints of photographs that are sharp 
with good contrast.  Slides, color photographs, and negatives are not acceptable.  
(WSDOT does not reprint its reports in color.) 

3. If figures are not presented on separate pages, leave at least 1 inch of white space 
between a figure and the text. 

4. Number figures consecutively with Arabic numerals. In longer reports or those with 
many figures, you may number the figures by chapter (e.g., Figure 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, etc.). 

5. Refer to each figure by number at the appropriate place in the text. 

6. Do not use lettering of figures smaller than 10 point.   

7. Figure sizes, line weights, and letter sizes should be uniform throughout the report. 

8. Each figure must have a caption. 
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Disclaimer 
 

The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors, who are responsible for the 

facts and the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the 

official views or policies of the Washington State Department of Transportation or Federal 

Highway Administration. This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Objectives 

The objective of this study was to determine whether heat-straightened and/or bent ferry loading 

bridge hanger bars have adequate fatigue life and ultimate strength. 

Background 

The bridges used to load vehicles onto Washington State ferries are supported on one end by 

hanger bars. These bars carry bridge loads in tension but can buc kle in compression as the ferry 

rises with r ising tides while at th e dock. Washington State Ferries (WSF) engineers heat-

straighten the buckled bars and re turn them to service. However, it is u nclear whether the bars  

can be heat-straightened three times and safely reused. It is also unclear  to WSF engineers what 

the ultimate tensile capacity of the plastically buckled bars is.  

Research Activities 

Two sets of tests were conducted on heat-straightened hanger bars. First, bars that had been heat-

straightened three tim es were tested under fati gue loading with th e amplitude of  the varyin g 

loading near the design load for the bars, de termined by the liv e truck loads on the bridge. 

Second, several hanger bars,  heat-straightened two or three times or cold bent to 5 degrees, were 

tested in tension to failure to determine their ultimate strength.  

Conclusions 

Fatigue tests demonstrated that hanger bars heat-straightened three times have a fatigue life of at 

least 3 million cycles at a load range of 50 kips (10 kips tension to 60 kips tension). The ultimate 

strength tests demonstrated that the bars were able to reach the yield capacity of the net section 

regardless of the heat straigh tening or initial out-of-straightness. Ultimate hanger bar streng th 

was not af fected by h eat-straightening, but in itial out-straightness did reduce the ultim ate 

capacity slightly. Results from all tests indicated that, for loads within the range used for testing, 

bars may be safely heat-straightened at leas t three tim es—and likely m ore—and returned to 

service.  
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INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES 

 

The bridges used to load vehicles onto Washington State ferries are supported on one end by 

hanger bars. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show  a typical loading bridge and hanger bar. These bars carry 

bridge loads in tension, but they  can buckle in com pression as the ferry rises with rising tides  

while at the dock or when workers adjust the bridge without removing the pins. Washington State 

Ferries (WSF) engineers then heat-straighten the bars and return them  to service. However, it is 

unclear whether the bars can be heat-straightened three times and safely reused.   

 

 
Figure 1. Loading Bridge Cross-Section with Hanger Bars Labeled.  

Exa
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The objective of this research was to dete rmine whether heat-s traightened ferry loading bridge 

hanger bars have adequate fati gue life and ultim ate strength. To achieve this objective, the 

researchers carried out fatigue and ultimate strength tests in the University of Washington (UW) 

Structural Research Laboratory (SRL).  

 
Figure 2. Loading Bridge Elevation with Hanger Bar Labeled.  Exa

mple
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Figure 3. Hanger Bar Detail 
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FATIGUE TESTING SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

Test Set-Up 

Two hanger bar specimens were tested under fatigue  loading in a 1 10-kip fatigue test fram e in 

the SRL. The test set-up is shown in Figure 4a. The specimens were 40 in. long and had three of 

the oval shaped holes shown in Figure 3, with 4 in. of overhang on each end. A typical specimen 

is shown in Figure 4b. Each specim en had been heat-straightened three times, and they were 

named 3A and 3B. The specimens were connected to the test frames by using a series of plates 

and pins. The pins that were used in bearing against the hanger bars  were identical to those used 

in the ferry loading bridges to ensure that the stress distribution in the tests closely m atched that 

expected in the field.  

 

 

(a) (b). 
Figure 4. (a) Fatigue Test Setup (b) Fatigue Specimen 
Exa
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Mayes Testing Inc. conducted magnetic particle testing on both the fatigue specimens before and 

after testing to look for cracks. Some surface cracks were noted before testing but were likely the 

result of corrosion and did not grow during the te sts. The inspection reports from Mayes Testing 

Inc. are included in the Appendix.  

Both specimens were subjected to sinusoidal cyc lic fatigue loading with peaks at 60 kips and 10 

kips of tension at a rate of  3 Hz. The loading was conducted around the clock, and em ergency 

switches were utilized to sense a failure and st op the hydraulic system.  This loading protocol 

was agreed to by the SRL  staff and the WSF engineers. They determined that th e specimens 

should be subjected to 3 m illion cycles of loading, at which point the tests would be stopped if 

no failure occurred.  

 

Experimental Results 

Both specimens were loaded to 3  million cycles without failure. Post-test magnetic particle 

inspections conducted by Mayes Testing Inc. showed no signs of cracking at the hanger bar net 

section or in the regions of heat-straightening. Bo th specimens were then reused in the ultim ate 

strength tests described below. Although twice heat-straightened specimens were also prepared, 

they were n ot tested in f atigue because the sp ecimens that had been st raightened three tim es 

performed well. Instead, they were tested for ultimate strength as described below. The design 

life for thes e bars is 10  years, and  according to WSF engineers, the de sign life results in a 

loading of 1.3 m illion cycles at the tested stre ss range. Therefore, the experim ental results 

indicated that the bars heat-s traightened three tim es have ample fatigue life for th eir intended 

design life.   Exa
mple
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH TESTING SET-UP AND RESULTS 

 

Test Set-up 

Ultimate strength tes ts were condu cted at the top of the SRL ’s 2.4-million-pound capacity 

Universal Testing Machine (UTM). Two lengths of specimens were tested: (1) nominally 10-ft-

long bars, one that had been heat-straightened multiple times and two that were ins talled bent to 

simulate their condition after buckling, and (2) 40-in.-long bars that were used (or designed to be 

used) in the fatigue test set-up. Figure 5 shows the two types of specimens installed in the UTM. 

The material for all bars was either A36 or an unknown older steel. 

 
(a) (b). 

Figure 5. Ultimate Strength Test Setup (a) Nominal 10 ft Specimen (b) 40 in. Specimen 
 

Exa
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The set-up utilized pin  connections at each end of the hanger bars, and the pin s used were 

identical to those used in  the field. Loading was applied slowly to each specim en and continued 

until failure. Only the load was recorded durin g the tests. However , the tests were conducted  

under displacement control, i.e., the displacement of the UTM crossh ead was used to con trol 

loading during the test. This crosshead displacement was applied at a uniform , slow rate. Thus, 

plotting the force applied versus time would indi cate when the specim ens began to yield, sin ce 

there is a linear relationship between time and displacement.   

 

Experimental Results 

Each specimen exhibited reason able ductility before fracturing either at a net s ection area 

adjacent to a slotted hole within the length of th e specimen or at the net section where the pin s 

connected to the specim ens. After the tests, signs of yielding at all net s ection areas adjacent to 

the slotted holes were visible. An example is shown in Figure 6a. An example of the typical net 

section fracture that occurred after significant inelastic deformation is shown in Figure 6b.  

Table 1 lists  the details of each specim en. Specimens Ult1 and Ult2 were 10 ft lon g and were 

tested after being bent (Figure 5a). Specim en Ult3 had been heat-straightened three tim es. 

Specimens F3A and F3B were 40 in. long and had b een subjected to 3 m illion cycles of fatigue 

loading as described above. Specim ens F2A and F2B were 40 in. long and had been heat-

straightened twice. As noted above, all specim ens exhibited ductile behavior, and the two bent 

specimens did not fracture at the bend but rather  at a different net section (at the pin connection 

or one slotted hole away from the pin connection). 

Figure 7 shows the force versus tim e curves for each  tested specim en, where the nam es 

correspond to the inform ation in Table 1. As noted above, a constant rate of crosshead 

displacement was used to control the test so that the load versus time curves would be similar to 

load deformation curves. Figure 7 shows that each specimen had a clear yield point at which the 

slope of the curve changed. This was followed by ductile inelastic deform ation and eventual 

fracture at a net section adjacent to a slotted hole. Note that the two long bent specimens showed 

a smaller initial stiffness as the b end in the b ar was straightened. Also note that those two  

Exa
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Table 1. Details and Yield and Ultimate Strengths of Tested Hanger Bars 

Specimen 
ID 

Specimen 
Length Specimen Details 

Yield 
Strength1 

(kips) 

Ultimate 
Strength2 (kips)

F2A 40 in. Heat-straightened two times, loaded 
only for ultimate strength, A36 steel 408 651 

F2B 40 in. Heat-straightened two times, loaded 
only for ultimate strength, A36 steel 405 638 

F3A 40 in. 
Heat-straightened three times, 

loaded in fatigue before ultimate 
strength, A36 steel 

402 661 

F3A 40 in. 
Heat-straightened three times, 

loaded in fatigue before ultimate 
strength, A36 steel 

404 668 

Ult1 10 ft. 
Bent bar at approximately 10°, 

loaded only for ultimate strength, 
A36 steel  

407 539 

Ult2 10 ft. 
Bent bar at approximately 10°, 

loaded only for ultimate strength, 
A36 steel  

402 570 

Ult3 10 ft. Heat-straightened, loaded only for 
ultimate strength, unknown steel  430 698 

Nominal - 36 ksi yield stress, 58 ksi ultimate 
stress 342 551 

1 Yield strength estimated as point of significant change in slope in Figure 7 plots. 
2 Maximum force obtained during test. 

 

specimens had slightly lower ul timate strengths than the othe r specimens, although the yield 

strength was similar.  

By using the curves o f Figure 7,  the y ield and ultimate strengths of each specim en were 

determined, and the results are given in Table 1. The table also shows the nominal yield and 

ultimate strengths, assuming a yield stress of  36 ksi and an  ultimate stress of 58 ksi each, tim es 

the net area at a long slotted hole of 9.5 in 2. A comparison of the nom inal and experimentally 

obtained values indicated that th e inelastic buckling deformation, heat-straightening (up to three 

times), and fatigue loading genera lly did not af fect the yield stre ngths of the bars. The data in 

Table 1 do indicate that the bars tes ted in the bent configuration had som ewhat lower ultimate 

Exa
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6. (a) Example of typical slotted hole yielding and deformation. (b) Example of typical net section 

fracture.  
 

Exa
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(a) Specimen F2A (b) Specimen F2B 

(c) Specimen F3A (d) Specimen F3B 

(e) Specimen Ult1 (f) Specimen Ult2 

(g) Specimen Ult3 
Figure 7. Load vs. Time Curves for Ultimate Strength Tests 

Exa
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strengths, producing ef fective ultimate stresses of 56.7 for Specimen Ult1 and 60 ksi for  

Specimen Ult2. The former was slightly lowe r than the minimum ultimate stress for A36 of 58 

ksi.  It is unclear why these specim ens exhibited a lower ultimate strength, especially given that 

the fractures occurred far from the bends. Heat-straightening and fatigue loading were not found 

to affect the ultimate strength.   

 

Exa
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The testing program demonstrated that hanger bars heat-straightened up to three times are able to  

 resist 3 million cycles of fatigue loading with a range of 50 kips  

 develop good ductility  

 achieve yield strengths consistent with the yield stress of the original material, and  

 achieve ultimate strengths consistent with the tensile stress of the original material.  

Hanger bars with lar ge bends from  inelastic buckling are also ab le to achieve yield strengths 

consistent with the yield stress of the material, but they were observed in  one case to have an 

ultimate strength slightly lower than what would be expected by developing the tensile stress of  

the material over the net section area.  
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LABORATORY DISCLAIMER STATEMENT: 

 

The Structural Research Laborat ory provides commercial testing services. These services are 

limited to testing and data collection. The results are valid at the time the test occurs on the 

specific specimens tested. The engineering response of similar items is not within the scope of 

the testing agreement. The SRL staff, the Department of Civil and Envi ronmental Engineering, 

the College of Engineering, and the University of  Washington disclaim any and all liability for  

any personal or property damage or loss as a result of use of the test results.  
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APPENDIX 

 

Below are inspection reports from Mayes Testing Engineers, Inc. They performed magnetic 

particle testing on the hanger bars before fatigue loading (inspection on April 2, 2013) to check 

for initial cracks and following fatigue loading (inspection on May 17, 2013) for Specimen F3A 

and F3B (denoted 3A and 3B in the inspections reports). As shown, no indications of 

significance were found. Small indications parallel to the direction of the applied load were 

found, but they were not due to the fatigue loading applied but instead may have been related to 

corrosion or material imperfections. 
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